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From the Associate Dean
Neil Funk-Unrau
The doorbell chime provided a jarring interruption to
what I had expected to be a quiet Sunday afternoon. On
my doorstep, a neighbour eagerly appealed me to sign a
petition opposing the development of a new residential
drug treatment facility nearby. Politely, I declined the
appeal, indicating that such a treatment centre was
something our city needed and something that could
enhance the wellbeing of our immediate neighbourhood and the city
as a whole.
I still remember the imploring look in her eyes and the shocked response,
“What about my property tax? Why should I have to pay for this?” In the spur
of the moment, all I could think to say was “Because we are all part of the
community, and in a community, we take care of each other.”
Later, I pondered what else I could have said, what profound wisdom I could
have imparted that might have affected my petition-bearing neighbour. But
in the days and weeks that followed I frequently returned to this idea of
community as central to who we are and the values we embody.
Such reflections led me to a deeper appreciation of Menno Simons College as
such an expression of community. Many facets of this can be seen in the many
special events and highlights of the Fall 2017 semester, some of which are
shared in the different stories and reflections found in this magazine. One such
highlight was the mid-October visit of Dr. Jan Bender Shetler, Professor of
History at Goshen College in Indiana, U.S.A. In two significant public events,
Dr. Bender Shetler shared insights into the creation of a sustainable ChristianMuslim interfaith community in the walled city of Harar in eastern Ethiopia.
Another highlight of the fall was the second annual Common Unity Event, a
panel of speakers organized by the MSC Student Association. Each speaker
spoke from various perspectives of identities shaped through community.
In addition to these special events, the community of MSC continues to grow
and sustain itself through the many small ways that students, faculty, and staff
interact and learn from each other in the classrooms, offices, and hallways of
the college.
We welcome you to experience some of this community even if only
vicariously through the pages of this magazine. Together we can celebrate the
accomplishments of the year and prepare for more great accomplishments
in 2018.
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Practicum Reflection

Lessons from community radio in Ghana
Emmanuel Allieu

If you are
reading this in
the morning…
Bulika to you;
if you are
reading this in
the afternoon…
Wuntenga to
you; if you are reading this in the
evening… then, Zanooreh to you. I
bring you warm greetings from the
Frafrah speaking Gurune people
of Bolgatanga, in the Upper East
region of Ghana.
In August 2017, I left Winnipeg
for Bolgatanga to work with a
community radio station for my
IDS practicum.
The radio station I worked at is
called Radio Gurune, and is one
of 19 community radio stations
under an association called Ghana
Community Radio Network
(GCRN). Radio Gurune caters to
the Gurune people, and broadcasts
participatory programs on health
and nutrition, political discussions,

A group of young Radio Gurune listeners
mug for the camera by a pump well

religion, local business, and more,
in the local Frafrah language.
It wasn’t until crossing the great
big Atlantic Ocean that I thought
deeply about what I would be doing
in Bolgatanga.
I was aware of what living in West
Africa was like; I was born in Sierra
Leone. But at 30,000 plus feet in
the air it dawned on me; I had no
idea what this experience would
be like. When I arrived, however, it
struck me that this experience was
also a dream come true. From the

It struck me that
this experience
was also a dream
come true.
moment I declared IDS a major,
I knew that I wanted to do my
practicum in West Africa. And
here I was!
My main focus with Radio Gurune
was participatory research. We
went out in teams to smaller
communities to engage with
community members, and discuss
issues and possible solutions for
child welfare. I provided technical
support, recorded discussions,
and took photographs for
documentation.
One day when I was out in the field
doing research, a small group of
children caught my attention. They
were playing with a pump well,
taking turns pumping the water
and drinking from it. I approached
to take photographs, trying not to

A group of Gurune children take advantage of the
fresh water from the community pump well

be noticed. But they did notice and
started posing for photos.
I didn’t know Frahfrah very well,
and the kids didn’t know English
very well either, but it didn’t matter.
I experienced so much joy playing
with those kids, even though we
didn’t understand each other.
Read more about Emmanuel’s
experience and watch a
video interview with him at
mscollege.ca/news.
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MSC NEWS

Duncan Green visits MSC
MSC Staff

Students, staff, faculty, and
guests were energized when
international development guru
Duncan Green made a special
appearance at MSC, while on a crosscountry tour of Canada promoting
his latest book, How Change Happens.

year IDS Honours student. “It was
reassuring to see the ideas and values
of the IDS program at MSC reflected
in what Duncan Green was saying.”

Discussion ranged, with Green
identifying three likely
opponents to change as ideas,
institutions
or interests, and
Green is Senior Strategic Adviser with
suggesting
that
learning to
Oxfam Great Britain and Professor
“dance
with
the
system,
” is key
in Practice at the London School of
to
making
change
in
closed
Economics and Political Science.
societies.
MSC IDS professors have used his
Dr. Jonathan Sears, Assistant
previous book, From Poverty to
Professor
of International
Power, in the classroom.
Development Studies at MSC,
“It was an amazing opportunity
worked with Oxfam Canada
to engage with a prominent and
staff for close to 18 months
influential leader in the IDS field,”
to organize the event.
said Hayley Cressall, a fourth-

“Green’s books have been important
to IDS faculty for a number of years,”
Sears said. “The opportunity to
exchange in person with him, and
to learn from his internationally
recognized expertise, was a rare gift.”

Duncan Green (back, second from the right) with faculty
from MSC and Canadian Mennonite University

Special edition of Peace Research journal
explores effects of British colonialism
MSC Staff

From Ireland to India, few nations
embraced colonialism like the British.
Today, the effects are hard to miss.
An upcoming special edition of Peace
Research, the academic journal
published by MSC, will explore the
impact of British colonization on
Indigenous peoples, particularly the
similarities between the experiences
of Indigenous peoples of Ireland and
North America.

Dr. Sean Byrne, head of the PhD
Program in Peace and Conflict
Studies at the University of Manitoba,
and Executive Director at the Arthur
V. Mauro Centre for Peace and Justice,
will serve as guest editor.
“I presented the idea in my
international peace PhD course, and
two of my former students, now
alumni of the program, Paul Cormier
and Peter Karate, encouraged me to
develop it,” Byrne said.

Byrne and his collaborators hope that
this research will inspire peace and
conflict studies “pracademics” and
policymakers to consider that the
legacy of colonialism can last through
many generations. They also hope
this edition of Peace Research will
mainstream the concepts explored
in the text.

The special edition of Peace Research will be available in the spring of 2018.
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Currently speaking: ids

Buddhist temples, elephants, green
curry, tuk tuks, lantern festivals
Ruth taronno, Practicum Director

For three
weeks in late
fall of 2017, I
traveled to
Cambodia
and Thailand
to research
and develop
relationships with possible practicum
organizations and to learn more
about Southeast Asia in the context of
student placements. The decision to
travel to the region was a follow-up
to a student survey that was initiated
because more of our IDS and CRS
students were choosing to complete
their practicum locally rather than
internationally. We wanted to learn
more about how and why students
were making practicum decisions.
We discovered that while Africa used
to be first choice for students wanting
to do an international practicum,
South East Asia is now the preferred
region and East Asia (India, Nepal,
and Bangladesh) is a close second.
We also found that students said

they would be more likely to go on
an international placement if it was
more “structured”—that is, facilitated
by the college. As a result of this
information, and because most of my
personal experience related to Africa,
the decision was made that I would
travel to Thailand
and Cambodia.
In the course of my travels I fell in
love with the sights and people of
Phnom Penh, Cambodia (a place that
until now only conjured visions of the
Vietnam War and the brutal Khmer
Rouge regime), got to know many
tuk tuk drivers, learned that Kao
Soi (a northern Thai dish not readily
available in Winnipeg) is really, really
delicious, lucked into the world
famous Lantern Festival in Chiang
Mai, had a baby water buffalo named
after my husband Tony, and met with
some wonderful and welcoming
nongovernmental organizations. Now
I really do understand why so many
people want to visit this culturally
fascinating and gorgeous region of
the world.

Ruth Taronno with staff from Friends for Asia and
Rajchaborpit School in Bangkok, Thailand

I met with five
Cambodian and five
Thai organizations
covering a diverse
range of issues—from
the International
Women’s Organization
for Peace and Justice
in northern Thailand
that leads workshops,
retreats and training
courses for peace
transformation and
social activism; to Echo
Asia, agriculturalists
that maintain a

collection of hard-to-find seeds
that thrive under difficult growing
conditions; to iDE, a Canadian-based
NGO that looks at market-based
solutions to poverty. I also spoke with
a Cambodian volunteer placement
organization which places volunteers
with small projects working on urban

We wanted to
learn more about
how and why
students were
making practicum
decisions.
good governance and human rights
issues. A common theme among
many organizations was the need
for English teaching help—learning
English in the contest of Thailand, in
particular, is considered by many to
be a very important step towards job
creation and economic stability for
individuals. All of the organizations
I met with were friendly, helpful, and
very welcoming to the idea of hosting
our students.
Forging relationships and learning
first-hand about some of these
opportunities was a valuable learning
experience for me and hopefully I can
pass on this knowledge to potential
practicum students.
MSC continues to work to build
relationships with practicum partners,
in order to develop new opportunities
that meet the needs of students and
our community, both in Winnipeg and
around the world.
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currently speaking: CRS

Preparing for uncertain futures: Careers
that Fight Climate Change Network
by Jobb Arnold, Assistant Professor of Conflict Resolution Studies
This combination of “soft” and
Climate
“hard” skills teaches youth key skills
change is
for building long-range ecological,
more a cultural
problem than an social, and economic resilience in
our communities.
environmental
one. As a
The four major themes we covered
professor
each included field trips involving
in Conflict
customized programming developed
Resolution
in collaboration with our partners.
Studies at MSC, one area I specialize Our first field trip theme was
in involves analyzing emerging
Interdependence, Treaty, Ecology,
patterns of climate-conflict and
developing culturally adaptive
interventions to address the
preconditions of conflict related to
ecological pressures.
This year, we launched the Careers
that Fight Climate Change
Network (CFCCN), an experiential
learning and mentorship program
designed to promote collaborative
relationships and interactive learning
among 24 Indigenous and newcomer
youth from two inner-city Winnipeg
Schools.

to monitor, evaluate, and protect this
precious resource.
Our fourth and final field trip took
us back to CMU to learn about
Seed Saving, Food Security and
Community Agriculture from
instructor/farmer Kenton Lobe and
members of the Metanoia Farmer’s
Cooperative. Youth worked in the
garden, learned about Indigenous
food sovereignty from Cree educator

Jobb Arnold with CFCCN participants at Shoal Lake 40

Photo by Dan LeMoal, Winnipeg School Division
This is a fitting demographic since
climate change impacts the lives of
and involved a trip to Lower
Tabitha Martens, and ate fresh
people from land-based Indigenous
Fort Garry National Historic Site
squash soup as we discussed how
cultures, as well as people from
where Treaty 1 was signed in 1871.
to grow food and save seeds in a
ecologically vulnerable areas who’ve
changing climate.
been forced to migrate because their The second was organized
around Renewable Energy and
CFCCN continues to create
homes and livelihoods have been
opportunities for youth to develop
destroyed by climate related disasters Social Enterprise and took place
at Winnipeg’s dynamic Social
technical and interpersonal skills as
and conflict.
Enterprise Centre (SEC) located at
they gain regional exposure to the
Our program foregrounds
765 Main Street.
local and global realities of climate
Indigenous land-based knowledge
change.
Through these experiences
Our third field trip focused on
and teachings as a decolonizing
the
goal
of CFCCN is to empower
Water Stewardship, Health and
path toward both social and
youth
to
turn these challenges
Interdependence. We visited the
ecological forms of reconciliation.
into
economic
opportunities that
source of Winnipeg’s drinking water:
The structure of the program
simultaneously
contribute to localShoal Lake 40 First Nation. While
includes built-in conflict resolution
level
resilience
and
reconciliation.
at Shoal Lake, Canadian Mennonite
processes, while the content focus
University (CMU) biology professor,
is on learning about creating and
Find CFCCN on
Dr. Rachel Kraus, led a water testing
sustaining regional and global
Facebook @CFCCNWinnipeg and on
workshop where youth learned how
interdependence.
Twitter @CFCCN204.
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Learning from peaceful interfaith
relationships in Ethiopia
MSC Staff
In October, MSC was pleased to
host Dr. Jan Bender Shetler in a
public lecture on interfaith relations
in the city of Harar, Ethiopia.

and Political Science Department,
emphasized the importance of
local civil society associations, as
well as efforts to build relationships
between neighbours through
celebrations and the sharing of food,
in achieving peace.

The result of an eight-year
collaborative research project
between Dr. Bender Shetler and
fellow academic Dawit Yehualashet, “We like to examine conflict, to
understand more deeply what
the lecture explored how Muslims
happened and why, but spend
and Christians have been able to
maintain relatively peaceful relations less effort to understand peaceful
relations,” says Neil Funk-Unrau,
in Harar over the last century,
Associate
Dean of MSC. “In a time
despite close and potentially volatile
of
rising
interreligious
tensions, it
interaction.
is more important than ever to see
Over the course of the lecture, Dr.
how centuries of peaceful ChristianBender Shetler, who is Professor
Muslim relations can be possible
of History at Goshen College in
and sustainable.”
Indiana, and Chair of the History

Dr. Jan Bender Shetler

Adjusting course for international development
MSC Staff
It started with a conversation
with his father.
Now, after three years of working
toward an Environmental Studies
degree at the University of Winnipeg,
21-year-old Nick Taylor is adjusting
course.

that the chance to work and learn
cross-culturally is exactly what he
was looking for.
Though he’s only one semester into a
double major, Taylor says it’s been an
awesome transition.

His classes have been pleasantly
surprising, he adds.
“I just did a 1,000-word essay on
Tajikistan, which I never would have
even looked at on a map. It’s really
interesting to learn about places and
ideas you may have overlooked, or
not considered before.”

“We were discussing pipelines, the oil
sands, and environmental justice, and
my father asked me if I’d considered
a future in foreign service,” Taylor
recalls. “I spent the rest of that
night researching jobs online, and
everything pointed to having an
International Development Studies
degree.”
MSC’s practicum requirement is
what drew him in, he says, adding

“This is the most at home I’ve felt
in university. Everywhere you look
people are happy and interested to
know you.”

Nick Taylor

Asked about the intersection of IDS
and Environmental Studies, Taylor
says it’s important to make positive
environmental policy changes for
development now, while we have
the chance.
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Alumni feature

Kyle Wiebe: addressing the unaddressed
MSC staff

Without an officially
recognized address, how can
people access services like water and
sanitation from government?
That’s the question that brought
Kyle Wiebe (‘14) to Nairobi, Kenya
this past year, where he has been
working with UN-Habitat, a
United Nations programme that
aims to promote socially and
environmentally sustainable human
settlements development and the
achievement of adequate shelter for
all.
Wiebe is a consultant on a project
to provide addresses to informal
settlements like Mathare, a slum

community in Nairobi with a
food, but they were being ignored
population of approximately 500,000 from public policy,” Wiebe says.
people.
“That’s what got me interested in
urban planning issues.”
“The thrust of it is that there
are four billion people who are
not well addressed or who are
unaddressed entirely,” says Wiebe,
who is completing a master’s degree
in urban planning from McGill
University in Montreal. “We want to
know if ‘addressing the unaddressed’
will address the gaps in basic needs
in these informal communities.”

Wiebe says he is enjoying being on
the forefront of the development
agenda.

The project worked with street food
vendors to assess whether vendors
could incorporate these grains in
their work, and what consumer
preferences were.
After a government raid, the vendors
were blocked from working.
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It’s taking a
complex issue
and targeting the
most important
questions.

“It’s a creative approach to
development at a foundational level,” He recalls the challenging research
courses he was allowed to take as an
he says. “It’s taking a complex issue
undergraduate student, and intense
and targeting the most important
class
discussions.
questions, like why is water and
sanitation inadequate, and how can
“The opportunity to put my voice out
it improve.”
there and be challenged in class gave
me confidence discussing issues in
This isn’t the first time Wiebe’s
the
field with colleagues,” Wiebe says.
studies have taken him abroad.
While studying at MSC, he
fulfilled his practicum requirement
working with Dr. Kirit Patel,
Assistant Professor of IDS, on a
SSHRC-funded project promoting
traditional grains in India.

Kyle Wiebe (‘14) on Mount Kenya

Wiebe adds that studying at MSC
prepared him for the research he’s
doing now.

“We learned that these vendors were
the ones providing the poor with

Most significantly, he points to the
willingness of professors like Patel to
include him in research projects, and
the opportunity to learn by doing in
practicum.

“It is undoubtedly why I’m where
I am today.”

MSCSA news

MSCSA hosts 2nd annual Common Unity
Speaker Series
Julie Letkeman, MSCSA Co-Facilitator

What do
identity and
solidarity
look like in
our community,
our schools, our
vocations? The
Menno Simons College Student
Association posed this question to
eight speakers who shared thoughts
and stories at the second annual
“Common Unity” event. This
evening of discussion and learning
challenged those in attendence to
step back and examine their own
notions of identity and how they
contribute to being in solidarity with
others.
Speakers included MSC Professor
Jodi Dueck Read; Global College
Professor Saad Khan; alumna
Amy Linklater, current students
Emmanuel Alieu and Jon
Henderson; Dr. Robert Chrismas

Identities are
meant to change
and grow as
people learn more
about themselves
and the world.
from the Winnipeg Police Service;
James Favel, from the Bear Clan
Patrol; and Shahina Siddiqui of the
Islamic Social Services Association.
Each speaker shared a different
perspective on the topic at hand. For

some, identity is formed through the
values and cultures of the workplace.
For others, identity is shaped by
experiences on the streets and within

meant to change and grow as people
learn more about themselves and
the world. And perhaps this is
where solidarity is found—in spaces

Clockwise from top left: Amy Linklater. Shahina Siddiqui, James Favel, Jodi Dueck Read

communities, by getting to know one
another and forming relationships.
Those in attendance heard stories
where identity was not chosen, but
rather forced upon an individual and
cultural group, making the process
of re-claiming one’s identity a lifelong journey. Though the voices
were diverse and unique, a common
thread bound them together—
identities are always evolving.
Society often places identity in nice
orderly categories that are meant to
bring us comfort; we are what we
study, what we do for work, where
we align politically and religiously, to
name a few.
This event reminded listeners that
identities are not fixed. They are

where people are encouraged to live
into their own stories, supporting
and empowering one another,
and continuously unpacking and
examining their ever-changing selves.

mscsa
MENNO SIMONS COLLEGE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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Student balances parenting and studies
in pursuit of social work dream
MSC Staff
Jaimie Sanderson sits near the back mid-semester have not stopped this
student from achieving her goal
of the class, her notes in front of her
of
earning a degree in Indigenous
and her two-week-old child, River, in
Studies
Honours and Conflict
the baby carrier on the floor to her
Resolution
Studies.
right.
“I grew up in care, so I’d really like
Sanderson has a month of classes
to work in children’s advocacy,” the
left, but pregnancy and giving birth
23-year-old says.
Sanderson plans to graduate in April
and go into the Master of Social
Work program at the University of
Manitoba.

How can
counsellors and
care workers
truly understand
when so many
grew up in such a
privileged setting?

Being a full-time mother to a
“The fact that I can relate directly to
newborn and a toddler while being
these kids is so important,” she says.
a student has its challenges, she says,
“That was a huge issue for me growing
but it also has its rewards.
up. How can counsellors and care
“Sometimes I think I’m going to lose
workers truly understand when so
my head, but then I see my daughter
many grew up in such a privileged
sitting there with her own little books
setting?”
that she calls her study books, and it
Sanderson calls Conflict Resolution
reminds me why I’m doing this.”
Studies essential to her plans.

Jaimie and baby River

“Understanding how conflicts work
and how they can be resolved, it’s a
basic necessity these days with how
much conflict is going on in societies.”

Peace & Development
A monthly newsletter of MSC

If you or your organization are interested in joining MSC’s
e-newsletter distribution, Peace and Development, please visit
mscollege.ca/newsletter to sign up. We’ll email you a monthly
newsletter telling the stories of MSC’s faculty, students and
alumni, as well as the latest MSC news and event information.

Stay Connected!

Let us know of any address or email changes by emailing msc@uwinnipeg.ca or by
calling 204.953.3855.
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PEOPLE & EVENTS

Matthew Fast
(IDS ’07) launched
his book Finding
Their Way Again:
The Experiences
of Gang-Affected
Refugee Youth
on November
16, 2017. Matt works on behalf of
refugee youth in Winnipeg as the
mentorship/outreach program
manager at the Newcomers
Employment and Education
Development Services.
Professor Stephanie Stobbe
recently submitted a book for
publication called Mediation and
other models for Conflict Resolution
in Asia. The book is part of a ninebook series on Conflict Resolution
in Asia that Stobbe is editing, and
will be available later in 2018.
Professor Jonathan Sears
participated in the Borders
in Globalization International
Conference in Ottawa in December
2017. At the conference Sears was
one of four panelists in a discussion
on the challenges the West
African Sahel represents for our
understanding of borders, security,
and sovereignty.

Tyler Loewen (IDS ’17) returns
to Cambodia with Mennonite
Central Committee to begin a
three-year term working as Planning,
Monitoring and Evaluation
Coordinator. Read more about
Tyler’s plans online at
mscolleg.ca/news

MSC Academic Advisor Gina
Loewen, Dr. Jonathan Sears
and Dr. Kirit Patel celebrated 10
years working with MSC in 2017.
Dr. John Derksen celebrated 15
years working with MSC.

Tyler Loewen

Professor Jodi Dueck Read
traveled to Bolivia to serve as
team leader on the Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) Bolivia
Program Evaluation team from
November 24-December 9. The
team interviewed MCC staff and
partner organizations to develop
a report analyzing MCC’s ongoing
work there.

In November, Jenn (French)
Farrant (IDS ’16) visited Dr.
Jonathan Sears’ Crisis, Humanitarian
Aid & Development class, and
presented about her work with Red
Cross Manitoba as Information
Management and Program Support
for Disaster Management.
Emma Fieldhouse (IDS ’11)
recently completed a post
graduate Research Award with
the International Development
Research Centre entitled Southern
Perspectives on Research
Leadership: Towards an Evaluation
Framework. Read more about her
research online at mscolleg.ca/news

In October, MSC hosted Dr. Jan
Bender Shetler, Professor of
History at Goshen College in
Indiana. Dr. Bender Shetler shared
her research into the creation of
a sustainable Christian-Muslim
interfaith community in the walled
city of Harar in eastern Ethiopia.

Dr. Jodi Dueck Read

Connect with MSC online

Visit mscollege.ca to follow our news and events, to make a donation,
or find out about career opportunities. If you know someone who might
be interested in what MSC offers, you can also arrange a campus visit or
register for courses.

Stay connected with Menno Simons College
via social media:
twitter
facebook
instagram

@MSCwpg

mennosimonscollege
@mscwpg

Sign up for our e-newsletter: mscollege.ca/newsletter

Go Digital
If you would prefer to receive MSC
Currents in a flippable PDF version,
contact us at: msc@uwinnipeg.ca
to sign up for digital delivery.
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Canadian School

Peacebuilding

of

June 11–15 & 18–22, 2018

AN INSTITUTE OF CANADIAN MENNONITE UNIVERSITY

Come this summer to learn with other peacebuilders—
local and international, young and old, students, practitioners, and those
new to peacebuilding—at the tenth annual Canadian School of Peacebuilding.
We invite you to participate in your choice of five-day courses for personal
inspiration, professional development, or academic credit.

Session I • JUNE 11-15, 2018

Session II • June 18-22, 2018

Peacebuilding Approaches to Violent Extremism

Who Is My Neighbour? Ethics in a Bordered World

Instructor: Lisa Schirch

Instructor: Roger Epp

Peace Skills – Dialogue as a Peacebuilding Process

Trauma, Peacebuilding, and Resilience – Level 1

Instructors: Maria Ida “Deng” Giguiento
and Paulo Baleinakorodawa

Instructors: Vicki Enns and Wendy Kroeker

Financial Empowerment for Development
and Peacebuilding

Instructor: Babu Ayindo

Instructor: Jerry Buckland

Conflict and Development Issues in
Indigenous Communities
Instructor: Tabitha Martens

Justice and Peace – Ecumenical Horizons
Instructor: Fernando Enns

Publications agreement number 40686550
Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to:
Canadian Mennonite University
500 Shaftesbury Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R3P 2N2

Arts-based Approaches to Social Change

PHONE: 204.487.3300
FAX: 204.837.7415

EMAIL: csop@cmu.ca
500 Shaftesbury Blvd, Winnipeg, MB

CSOP.CMU.CA

